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science
classics

mark masthay, PhD

Associate professor and chair of chemistry
Mark Masthay has worked at the University of
Dayton since 2006. He earned his doctorate
in physical chemistry from Carnegie-Mellon
University in 1988; before coming to UD , he
taught at Drake University, New Mexico Highlands University, and Murray State University.
His research details statistical mechanics and
thermodynamics of magnetic systems and the
mechanisms by which light damages the skin and
retina. When growing up, he enjoyed novels by
Arthur C. Clarke (2001: A Space Odyssey) and
John Steinbeck (Of Mice and Men, The Moon

Introduction
If it is true—as one modern writer has stated—that astronomers
“look out at the heavens to look back in time,” 1 it is equally true
that historians of science look back in time to elucidate our
current understanding of the cosmos and its wide variety of
natural phenomena. And though the natural sciences—physics

is Down), but it was a short article on particle
physics in World Book’s 1969 Science Year that
captured his interest in ninth grade and led
him to pursue a career in science. He and his
wife, Jean, have six children, who now reside in
Kentucky, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin.

and astronomy, chemistry, biology, geology, as well as their
close relative medicine—are often perceived as specialties that
relate loosely to each other but are disconnected from daily
life, nothing could be further from the truth. Far from being
an ivory-tower pursuit conducted in dark, dingy laboratories by
people wearing white coats, the scientific enterprise has from
its outset been a human project pursued by individuals with
interests and goals impacted by their personal geographical, historical, and socioeconomic contexts. As such, it both informs

1

William E. Carroll,
“Aquinas and Contemporary
Cosmology: Creation and
Beginnings.” Science &
Christian Belief 24.1 (2012):
5–18.
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and is informed by the humanities and social sciences. The Rose
Rare Book Collection thus constitutes a treasury of books—scientific and otherwise—that touch on issues as old as the nature
and existence of God and as contemporary as the cultural battles
surrounding the teaching of evolution in the public schools,
the morality of nuclear and chemical weapons, and the use of
medical technologies that force families into difficult decisions
regarding end-of-life issues for their loved ones.
right
albert einstein
die grundlage
der allgemeinen
relativitätstheorie
( the foundation of
the general theory
of relativity )
1916
First edition
Presentation issue

The Imprints and Impressions exhibit is a largely Western corpus generated by authors working in North Africa, Europe, and
the United States. It spans 2.5 millennia, beginning with the
early Greek philosophers Plato and Aristotle and ending with the
mid-twentieth-century American works of Flannery O’Connor.
Though they now constitute important parts of the scientific,
philosophical, and theological canon of the West, many of these
books were initially controversial and poorly received, gaining
influence only by besting their competition over time in the
marketplace of ideas. To use an evolutionary analogy, Charles
Darwin—whose seminal On the Origin of Species appears in this
exhibition—might say that the genius of these works gave them
a selective advantage that allowed them to survive against their
intellectually inferior competition.
The natural sciences are united by their reliance on the scientific
method: a common-sense approach to discerning truth in which
hypotheses proposed to explain natural phenomena are tested by
experiment and refined until a theory—an overarching explanatory model consistent with the collective body of observations—
prevails. While the scientific method has been used for centuries,
it did not dominate scientific studies in Europe until the Scientific Revolution of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Prior
to that time, scientific conclusions about the natural world were
commonly based on the word of trusted authorities who had only
infrequently arrived at their conclusions by empirical methods. It
is not surprising, then, that a number of the nonscientific works
in the exhibition played important roles in the development and
advancement of science over the past millennium. The Imprints
and Impressions exhibit is a window into a number of these interactions and the concomitant back-and-forth progress in the
development of physics, astronomy, and cosmology (Aristotle,
Thomas Aquinas, Nicolaus Copernicus, Johannes Kepler, Galileo
Galilei, Isaac Newton, and Albert Einstein), chemistry (Marie
Curie), and biology (Carl Linnaeus and Charles Darwin).
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Aristotle + Scripture =
The New Thirteenth-Century Theology :
Maimonides and Aquinas
Aristotle’s philosophy, largely lost to Europe following the decline of the Western Roman Empire and the consequent loss of
contact with Byzantium, was reintroduced to Europe by Islamic
scholars in the 1100 s. It was rapidly incorporated into Jewish
and Christian theology, most notably via Moses Maimonides’s
The Guide of the Perplexed (twelfth century) and Thomas Aquinas’s Summa theologica (1265–1274; never completed). This
synthesis of Aristotelian philosophy and the Bible was initially
controversial and problematic for both Maimonides and Aquinas
because it appeared to place the work of a pagan author on a
par with holy writ. Maimonides and Aquinas nevertheless prevailed, the latter in spite of vociferous opposition from some
of his colleagues at the University of Paris in the 1260s and ’70s.

In fact, Aquinas’s theology eventually
so thoroughly vanquished that of his detractors that the
Summa was placed on the altar alongside the Bible at
the Council of Trent (1545–1563). Thomism—as Aquinas’s philosophy came to
be known—has been the official philosophy of the Catholic
Church since Pope Leo XIII declared it such in 1879.
Though a theologian, Aquinas significantly impacted subse-

quent scientific developments. By incorporating the earth-centered cosmology of Aristotle into Christian theology, Aquinas
helped set the stage for the famous conflict between Galileo
and the Church half a century after Trent, when the merits of
the heliocentric cosmology of Copernicus and Kepler were
becoming increasingly clear.
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above
thomas aquinas
summa theologica,
pars prima
Venice, 1484
Second of the three editions
printed by Antonius de Strata

below . detail
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Empirical Science Contradicts Aristotle:
Heliocentrism and the Removal of Humankind from
the Center of the Universe
The idea of a universe with the sun at its center—in direct contradiction to the earth-centered cosmos of Aristotle and Ptolemy—
crystallized during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries as a
result of the efforts of Copernicus in Poland, Kepler in Austria,
and Galileo in Italy. The Aristotelian-Ptolemaic model, which
gained strength in Europe via Aquinas’s synthesis of Aristotle and
scripture, placed the earth at the center of the universe, with the
sun and the planets—at that time limited to Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn—revolving in circular orbits around
it. Copernicus challenged this traditional view in his De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium (On the Revolutions of Celestial
Spheres) (1543), which placed the sun at the center with the
planets—earth included—revolving in circular orbits around it.
Though Copernicus’s model was a significant improvement over
that of Aristotle and Ptolemy, it still contained anomalies that
did not fit easily with empirical observations. These anomalies
went away, however, if the planets were assumed to follow elliptical orbits around the sun, as demonstrated by Kepler in his
Astronomia Nova (New Astronomy) (1609).
A year after the publication of the New Astronomy, Galileo, a
mathematician and scientist loyal to the Church, published his
small book Sidereus Nuncius (Starry Messenger), in which he
detailed his observations of the lunar surface and confirmed the
existence of four large moons orbiting the planet Jupiter—feats
remarkable for the time. Unlike the New Astronomy, which
required forty years to become widely known, Starry Messenger
was immediately received with enthusiasm and acclaim; the 500
copies of the first edition sold out within a week of publication
(the one on display in Imprints and Impressions is one of only
two known to be remaining from this earliest edition).
In spite of the Messenger’s initial success, its publication posed
a significant risk for Galileo, as it was potentially heretical on
at least two counts. First, the presence of craters and mountains
on the lunar surface led Galileo to con“The Imprints and Impressions

clude that the moon was composed of ord-

exhibit reveals the indispensability of inary terrestrial substances rather than the
the scientific method, with its reliance on perfect quintessences (perfect substances),
empirical observation, as well as the need which Aristotle and his disciples believed
for magnanimity and deferred judgment to be characteristic of all celestial bodies.
on the part of existing authority...”
m a r k m a s t h ay . pa g e 7 8
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detail
nicolaus copernicus
de revolutionibus orbium
coelestium (on the revolutions
of celestial spheres)
Nuremburg, 1543
First edition
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Second, and probably more important, Galileo’s observation of
moons orbiting Jupiter contradicted the Aristotelian-Ptolemaic
assumption that celestial bodies could only orbit the earth. The
Messenger proved to be a harbinger of later and more profound
difficulties for Galileo. He was eventually tried before a commission of seven cardinals and officials of the Congregation of
the Holy Office in Rome and placed under house arrest in 1633
following the publication of his Dialogue Concerning the Two
Chief World Systems during the papacy of Urban VIII. No pope
officially uttered the name “Galileo” again until Pope Paul VI
mentioned him in a conciliatory speech in 1965.

Galileo’s trial and detention had a chilling impact
on other thinkers, including his younger French Catholic
contemporary René Descartes . To avoid censure, Descartes used cautious,
somewhat veiled language when he published his Discours de
la méthode pour bien conduire sa raison, et chercher la verité
dans les sciences ( Discourse on the Method ) (1637) four years
after the trial, thereby launching the ambitious—and potentially heretical—project known today as Cartesian philosophy.
previous spread . left . detail
galileo galilei
sidereus nuncius
(starry messenger)
1610
One of only two known copies
of earliest issue of the first edition

previous spread . right . detail
lewis carroll
alice’s adventures
in wonderland
New York, 1969
Includes a portfolio of
illustrations by Salvador Dalí
Signed by the artist
(see pages 40 and 99)

right . detail
rené descartes
discours de la méthode
pour bien conduire sa raison,
et chercher la verité
dans les sciences
(discourse on the method)
Leiden, 1637
First edition

There can be little question that the Galileo affair had similar
effects on other scholars.
Negative fallout from the Galileo affair proved problematic for
the Church in the succeeding centuries. To help mitigate the
damage, Pope John Paul II—who had a deep appreciation for
the importance of science to philosophy, theology, and society
as a whole—reopened the Galileo case for review by a Church
commission in 1981, almost 350 years after the trial. The commission’s findings—eleven years in the making—vindicated
Galileo in part, at the same time minimizing the Church’s
culpability in the events of 1633. The Galileo affair, one of the
most important events in the history of science, continues to be
debated by scholars within and outside the Church.
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Light, Gravity, and God:
Natural Theology in the Physics of Isaac Newton
In a 1676 letter to his rival Robert Hooke, Isaac Newton wrote that
if he had seen further than his contemporaries, it was only by standing on the shoulders of giants.2 Those giants must have been very
tall indeed, as the sweep of Newton’s scientific vision was immense.
This letter preceded by nearly a decade Newton’s monumental
Philosophia Naturalis Principia Mathematica (The Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy) (1687) 3 and by nearly three
decades his Opticks: Or, a Treatise of the Reflexions, Refractions,
Inflexions and Colours of Light (1704)—the latter of which is on
display in Imprints and Impressions. Newton was notoriously sensitive to criticism, and he apparently delayed the publication of
Opticks until the year following Hooke’s death because he had taken
offense at comments Hooke had made regarding its content.
The Principia Mathematica and Opticks resulted in revolutionary

2

Richard S. Westfall,
The Life of Sir Isaac Newton,
ed. H. W. Turnbull (London:
Cambridge University Press,
1993) 102–106.
The Correspondence of Isaac
Newton, Vol. I, 1661–1675
(London: Cambridge University
Press, 1959) 416 – 417.
3

Though a part of the Rose Rare
Book Collection, this volume
is not on display in the Imprints
and Impressions exhibit.

leaps forward in humankind’s understanding of gravity and light,
respectively. And though we better understand these two phenomena today as a result of relativity theory and quantum mechanics,
the two revolutionary innovations of twentieth-century physics,
complete elucidations of the nature of gravity and light and their
relationship to each other remain elusive to the present day. For
example, the existence of the graviton—the particle believed to
mediate the gravitational force—has yet to be demonstrated. Likewise, the relationship of gravity to quantum mechanics and to the
other three fundamental forces in nature—electromagnetic, weak
nuclear, and strong nuclear, each of which is incomprehensibly
stronger than gravity—remains unclear. And one need look no
further than the famous wave-particle duality of quantum mechanics to see that physicists are still somewhat in the dark as to the exact
nature of the fundamental quantum of light known as the photon:
Is it a wave, or is it—as Newton believed—a corpuscle (particle)?
Though he followed closely on the heels of Galileo, Newton (ostensibly an orthodox Protestant, but really a clandestine Unitarian with
an interest in alchemy and magic) did not face potential censure
from Rome. Even so, the Principia Mathematica and Opticks were
both based in part on natural theology, as Newton derived much
of his science from what he believed was the handiwork of God in

left
isaac newton

apologetics for theism, as he took pains to make clear in the second

opticks: or, a treatise
of the reflexions,
refractions, inflexions
and colours of light

edition of Opticks, published in 1717, to ensure that his ideas were

London, 1704

not being used by freethinkers with antitheistic agendas.

First edition

nature. In fact, Newton consciously intended these books as partial
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right . detail
carl linnaeus
systema naturae
(a general system
of nature)
Leiden, 1735
First edition

The Classification and Origin
of Biological Species:
Linnaeus and Darwin
Carl Linnaeus (1707–1778), the son of a Swedish Lutheran
minister, was a gifted observer of nature with a gift for categorization. With the publication of his Systema Naturae (A General
System of Nature) in 1735, he laid the foundation of the system
still used by biologists today for the classification for living
organisms. Though principally a botanist (as well as an avowed
theist), Linnaeus anticipated Darwin by more than a century
when he classified human beings as animals; he numbered them
among the primates, as scientists still do today.
Charles Darwin (1809–1882) was raised in a Christian nonconformist home in England in the early 1800 s; upon failing
in his studies to become a physician, he seriously considered
entering Christian ministry. During this time, which preceded
his famous journey to South America on the HMS Beagle, he
was influenced by geologists who advocated the idea of an
ancient earth—an idea held by most scientists today. He was
thus primed for the gradual revolution in thought that came
about during his five-year nautical expedition (1831–1836).
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book of the dead:
the book of going forth
by day of the priestess
ta-er-pet (the papyrus
macgregor)
Late 1st century BC
23 feet, 6 inches long,
divided into nine sections
Includes a unique chart
of images depicting
75 protective amulets
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The geological observations Darwin made while traveling on
the Beagle confirmed his preconception that the earth was
much older than a literalist reading of the Bible would suggest.
More importantly, his careful studies of the plants and animals
in various South American locales (most famously, the fourteen
different species of finches he observed in the Galapagos Islands,
each adapted to its own specific habitat) convinced him that
life had developed slowly over eons as a
result of organisms progressively adapting.
This process of adaptation was mediated

“Human development is

driven by innate tendencies....
Education is most effective when
the environment encourages and
supports and cultivates these
tendencies. In other words,
effective education depends on
the integration of hereditary and
environmental factors .”
d o n a l d j . p o l z e l l a . pa g e 9 8

by natural selection, in which small but
favorable changes in organisms conferred
a selective advantage to those that underwent the most favorable changes. Over
long periods of time, then, some species
survived, while others died off in a kind
of biological, Malthusian survival-of-thefittest contest: evolution.
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Though his evolutionary ideas began to crystallize during his
journeys on the Beagle, it was more than twenty years later that
Darwin published his seminal work On the Origin of Species
(1859), in which he for the first time detailed his theory of evolution. The delay was due in part to Darwin’s cautious nature.
He wanted to be sure he presented a thoroughly convincing
case when he went to press and consequently collected reams
of data during the twenty or so years between his initial conception and the publication of the Origin. He also anticipated
that his proposal would be fraught with controversy because of
its theological implications, which was another factor in the
delay. The Origin met with less initial resistance than Darwin
anticipated, but opposition eventually did come and continues
in the present.
In hindsight, the ideas Darwin presented in the Origin are all
the more remarkable given that he lived prior to the discovery
of genes or DNA and hence could have known little about the
chemical mechanisms that give rise to heredity and mutations—
the invisible, driving forces behind natural selection. Darwin
continued to develop his ideas subsequent to the publication
of the Origin and eventually published The Descent of Man 4
(1871), in which he speculated on the evolution of humankind
and the evolutionary origins of religion—anticipating the field
known as evolutionary psychology.
For all of his knowledge and genius, Darwin possessed the
attractive humility characteristic of many thoughtful agnostics,
in whose number he counted himself. Because he was openly
ambivalent about the existence of God, Darwin was not given
to the hubris that dogmatists on both sides of the theist-atheist divide manifest today. Were he with us now, he would be
among the calmer, more reasonable voices in the culture wars
that surround evolutionary thought.

left . detail
charles darwin
on the origin of species
London, 1859
First edition
Presentation copy

4

Though part of the Rose
Rare Book Collection, The
Descent of Man is not on
display in the Imprints and
Impressions exhibit.
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The Nuclear Age:
Curie, Einstein, and the Special Theory of Relativity
The foundations of the nuclear age, with its blessings and
curses, were laid over the course of the last decade of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twentieth by Marie
Skłodowska Curie and Albert Einstein. Curie was a Polish prodigy who, in pursuit of a career in science, overcame remarkable
obstacles, not least of which was a strong bias against female
academics in her home country and in Paris, where she made
her most important discoveries.
Working in collaboration with her research advisor Henri
Becquerel and her husband, Pierre, Curie characterized the
newly discovered phenomenon of radiation, as well as the
radioactive substances from which it emanated. One of these
substances was a previously undiscovered element, which
Curie named polonium in honor of her homeland. Because
of the strong bias present in the scientific community of her
day, her 1903 doctoral thesis, Recherches sur les substances
radioactives ( Research into the Properties of Radioactive
Substances), was accepted only with considerable difficulty—
yet she received the Nobel Prize in Physics in December of
that same year, thereby becoming the first woman to win a
Nobel Prize in any discipline.
Her efforts over the next several years involved the purification
and isolation of the element radium from the mineral pitchblende. This was difficult and tedious work that required the
separation of the new radioactive element radium from its close
chemical cousin barium, which is also present in pitchblende.
In spite of her efforts, Curie was able to extract only seven-hundredths of a gram of radium from a ton of pitchblende. She was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1911, making her the
only person to date to win Nobel Prizes in multiple sciences.

Although scientific research was her life’s work,
Curie was given to strong humanitarian motivations.
Working with her seventeen-year- old daughter, Irène (who later
shared the 1935 Nobel Prize for Chemistry with her husband,
Frédéric Joliot-Curie), the elder Curie developed and deployed
mobile radiography units to diagnose and disinfect battlefield
wounds for more than one million soldiers on the battlefields of
France during World War I.
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detail
marie curie
thèse de marie curie
1903
Presentation copy of thesis,
Recherches sur les substances
radioactives (Research
into the Properties of
Radioactive Substances)
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After the war, Curie resumed her research efforts and wrote
an account of her war experiences, as well as a biography of
her husband, who died in an accident on a Paris street in 1907;
she never remarried. She became an internationally renowned
figure, directed the Radium Institute (known today as the
Institut Curie), and served on the International Commission
for Intellectual Cooperation of the League of Nations and the
International Atomic Weights Commission. She died in 1934

science classics . masthay

chemical weapons in
all quiet on the western front
In Chapter 4 of Im Westen nichts Neues (All
Quiet on the Western Front) (1929), Erich
Maria Remarque describes the horrific
impact of a poison gas attack on German
soldiers fighting in the trenches in France
during World War I. There is of course historic fact to back up this fictional account,
based in part on Remarque’s personal
experiences, as chemical weapons (usually
chlorine or mustard gas, the large-scale
manufacture of which was facilitated by
improvements in chemical knowledge and
technology) were responsible for more than
91,000 deaths and 1.2 million hospitalizations during the Great War. Remarque
forces readers to ask why so much scientific
effort is dedicated to the development of
destructive technologies. Remarque knew
that, like all human endeavors, science is
a double-edged sword that can be used for
good or evil.
mark masthay

left . detail
erich maria remarque
im westen nichts neues
(all quiet on the
western front)
1928
Corrected galley proofs
in author’s hand
The 1929 first edition is also
included in the exhibition.

of aplastic anemia, which almost certainly originated from
her work with radioactive materials without protective equipment for many years; the harmful effects of radiation were
not adequately appreciated during the early portion of her
scientific career. Her cookbook remains radioactive to this
day, as do her research papers from the 1890s—the latter to
such an extent that those studying them are required to wear
protective clothing.
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albert einstein
die grundlage der allgemeinen
relativitätstheorie
(the foundation of
the general theory
of relativity)
1916
First edition
Presentation issue
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anne frank
het achterhuis
(anne frank: the diary
of a young girl)
Amsterdam, 1947
First edition in Dutch
The first edition printed in the
United States (New York, 1952) is
also included in the exhibition.
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During the same years that Curie was isolating radium from
pitchblende, the young German physicist Albert Einstein was
working as a patent clerk in Switzerland. His research efforts
were remarkably productive during this period, resulting in
articles that explained, among other things, the photoelectric
effect (1905) and the special theory of relativity (1905). This
second work led Einstein to the highly counterintuitive and
revolutionary conclusion that the speed of light is the same
in all inertial reference frames—which by definition move at
“ Einstein imagined two men

trying to determine the precise moment a
speeding train reaches a location along its
path. One of the men does this while he is
riding on the train; the other does this while
he is standing on the station platform as the
train passes. According to the theory,
each man will mark the event at a different
time. The implication for the social sciences
is that reality is relative, not objective. Put
more simply, one person’s experience of an
event will be different from another person’s
experience of the same event .”
d o n a l d j . p o l z e l l a . pa g e 9 8

constant speed with respect to each other—because space
contracts and time lengthens proportionally as the speed of a
reference frame increases.
It was in the context of his work on special relativity that Einstein derived his famous equation E= mc2, which states that the
energy equivalent E of a mass m is equal to the mass multiplied
by the square of the speed of light c. This equation explains
the incredible energies released in nuclear reactions and lies
at the heart of efforts to harness nuclear energy for peacetime
use. It also informed the efforts of the scientists and engineers
who developed the atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Japan, to end World War II—a development Einstein
came to regret, at least in part, during his later years.
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Newton’s Gravitational Theory Modified
but Not Abandoned:
Einstein and the General Theory of Relativity
Einstein’s 1918 article Die Grundlage der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie (The Foundation for the General Theory of
Relativity) was the first publication by Einstein detailing
his greatest intellectual achievement, in which—like Isaac
Newton three centuries earlier—he attempted to characterize
gravity. Like the special theory developed twelve years earlier,
the general theory of relativity is counterintuitive
and—as its title indicates—applies to a wider
variety of systems and conditions. The special
theory explained why the speed of light is constant
in all inertial reference frames; the general theory
explains why light moves with the same speed in
all non-inertial reference frames, which are by
definition accelerated with respect to each other.
According to Newton’s Second Law of Motion—
force equals mass times acceleration (F= ma)—two
reference frames that are accelerated with respect
to each other will behave as though a gravitational
force is acting between them. The general theory
thus specifies the relationship between gravitation
and the geometric structure of space–time—that all-important,
science fiction-sounding, real-but-mysterious fundamental
fabric of the universe—essential to modern technologies such
as cellphones and satellites.
The general theory amplified Newton’s theory of gravitation
without contradicting it. Einstein did not negate Newton;
Newton’s model is perfectly good and is still used by physicists under the conditions to which it applies (which is most
conditions). Einstein’s model simply applies to a broader range
of conditions and explains phenomena Newton’s model cannot
address. Consequently, Einstein’s general theory has become
the standard by which all modern theories of gravitation and
cosmology are judged today. That said, it is somewhat surprising that though his special and general theories of relativity
made him famous, it was for his explanation of the photoelectric effect, published sixteen years earlier, that he received the
1921 Nobel Prize in Physics.
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a nonscientific sidebar :
euclid, the spanish bible, and lincoln
It is interesting to note that three centuries
after the Spanish Protestant Casiodoro
de Reina published a translation of the
Bible into his native vernacular, Protestant
ministers on the Illinois frontier impacted
Lincoln’s antislavery sentiments as well
as his political discourse: He quoted the
synoptic Gospels when he laid out the central thesis of his famous “House Divided”
speech at the Illinois Republican State
Convention in June of 1858, thereby initiating The Lincoln-Douglas Debates conducted
later that year. While the Spanish Bible in
Imprints and Impressions did not directly
impact Lincoln’s politics, ideas similar to de
Reina’s did.
Also worthy of note: Though it undoubtedly
had little impact on his politics, Lincoln
prided himself on having mastered the first
six books of Euclid’s Elementa Geometrica
(Elements of Geometry) in the years leading
up to his presidency.
mark masthay

detail
abraham lincoln
political debates between hon. abraham
lincoln and hon. stephen a. douglas in the
celebrated campaign of 1858, in illinois
Columbus, 1860
First edition
First issue
Presentation copy
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Conclusion
The books in the Imprints and Impressions exhibit played
significant roles in a number of the most important events in
the history of science, dating from the eleventh century to the
present day. These books reveal the genius and the limitations
of Maimonides’s and Aquinas’s Aristotelian–Biblical synthesis
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, as well as a later, negative role in suppressing the heliocentric view of the universe
expounded by Copernicus, Kepler, and Galileo.
The books also touch on the radical changes in our view of the
universe engendered by the theories of gravitation developed
in the seventeenth and twentieth centuries by Newton and
Einstein. Newton combined the empirical observations of his
heliocentric predecessors with the predictive and explanatory power of mathematical physics. Einstein expanded upon
Newton’s model in his general theory of relativity without
contradicting Newton; his model is now the standard by which
all modern gravitational and cosmological models are judged.
Along with Curie, who discovered and characterized radioactive compounds against the difficult odds faced by the female
scientists of her day, Einstein gave birth to the nuclear age with
his special theory of relativity, which radically changed our
view of space and time by demonstrating that they are relative—
not absolute—entities, contingent upon the reference frame
from which they are observed. In the process, he also derived
his famous equation E= mc2, which anticipated the promise of
nuclear energy and the profound destructive power of nuclear
weapons. Within forty years of the date of publication of the
special theory, weapons based on this equation were used, a fact
for which Einstein was not entirely grateful. Given her humanitarian bent, it is almost certain that Curie would have shared
Einstein’s regret had she been alive at the end of World War II.
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The scientist Curie also shared a common bond with the
novelist Remarque: Both had been present on the battlefields
of France during the First World War, the latter as a soldier in
the German army, the former as a medical worker who used
the radium she had procured in her laboratory to disinfect
wounds, thereby showing how scientific discovery may be used
for humanitarian ends.
The combined efforts of Linnaeus in the eighteenth century
and Darwin in the nineteenth gave birth to Darwin’s famous
theory of evolution, which so radically and controversially
changed our view of the origin of life, human and nonhuman,
as well as the entire biological research enterprise. Their work
lies at the root of many of the battles being fought in today’s
culture wars.
That said, one important aspect of the scientific research
enterprise cannot be revealed by the books in Imprints and Impressions, precisely because these books are classics. As central
as they are to scientific progress, the seeming leaps of reason
by luminaries like Aquinas, Galileo, Newton, Darwin, Curie,
right
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and Einstein are contingent upon the summative, incremental
progress generated by the large numbers of scientists of lesser
ability putting in long hours at the research bench and in the
field. These average scientists provide the shoulders—individually short yet collectively tall—on which the luminaries stand
to see further than the rest of us.
Taken as a whole, the Imprints and Impressions exhibit reveals
the indispensability of the scientific method, with its reliance
on empirical observation, as well as the need for magnanimity
and deferred judgment on the part of existing authority in
the absence of evidence that convincingly contradicts new
findings. In this regard, both conservatives and visionaries have
essential roles to play. Conservatives—who resist change and
emphasize the value of established doctrines and truths—set
a high bar for the acceptance of new ideas. Without them,
changing existing scientific paradigms becomes too easy, and
truth becomes cheap. Visionaries—who promote change
by challenging established doctrines and truths when new
evidence becomes available—surmount the conservative high
bars when their new evidence is convincing enough. Without
them, changing existing scientific paradigms becomes too
difficult, and truth becomes ossified.
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Time, ink, and my readers’ patience will fail if I go on to
discuss books in the exhibit that impacted the nonphysical
sciences: Karl Marx’s Das Kapital: Kritik der politischen
Oekonomie ( Capital: A Critique of Political Economy) (1867),
which impacted economics and political theory, not to mention the geopolitics of the twentieth century, and Sigmund
Freud’s Die Traumdeutung ( The Interpretation of Dreams)
(1900), which initiated psychoanalysis, thereby revolutionizing
the field of human psychology. I thus close with an observation made by Marx in his Theses on Feuerbach, published

“Philosophers have hitherto only interpreted
the world in various ways; the point is to change it.”
On that standard, the authors of the works in the
Imprints and Impressions exhibit turn Marx on his head:
They changed the world by interpreting it.
posthumously in 1888:
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